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LOT #

Auction Policies1

3 figures. Snake Eyes, Storm Shadow and Jinx. Please note that
all figures, weapons and accessories are vintage. We have
attempted to pair the correct weapons and accessories with the 6
figures. figure. You will receive the figure, weapons and
accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures for
additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot2

From the 30th Anniversary Battle Packs series. New in sealed
package.

Star Wars Bantha w/Tusken Raiders Figure Set3

#58 was published in 1976 after the title being on hiatus since
1951. #58 is the 1st appearance of Power Girl. #65 is the 1st
cameo appearance of the Huntress, Helena Wayne. The last issue,
#74 is considered scarce. #58 is VG+/FN, #69 is FN, #74 is VG+,
and the lot is overall VG to FN.

All-Star Comics #58-74/1st Power Girl + Special4

1992 Marvel Masterpieces trading cards in factory sealed tin.
Limited numbered edition. #1684/35000.

Marvel Masterpieces Series 1 Cards/Sealed Tin5

Exclusive figure set with 3 figures. New in sealed package. Figures
come in original protective white outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Star Sisters Figu6

Wolverine #1 (VF condition) is the premiere issue of Wolverine's
first ongoing solo series and the debut of black costume. Punisher
#1 (VF condition) is the first ongoing series featuring the Punisher.

Wolverine #1 + Punisher #1 (1987/1988)/Key 1st Iss7

Full run of the 1975 series. Also included is the Last Days of the
Justice Society Special. #1 is VG, overall VG to VG+.

Inhumans #1-12 Full Run (1975) Marvel8

2 figures from the Fin Fang Foom BAF series. New in sealed
packages.

Marvel Legends She-Hulk/Absorbing Man Figures9

Figure is still sealed in original bag. Figure is in great condition.
The baggie shows some wear as pictured, including a small
separation at bottom corner.

Star Wars Luke Skywalker 1977 Figure/Early Bird in10

LOT #

Lot of 19. Includes Specials, A Big Book, and more. Includes the
E.T. issue, M.A.S.H. issue and many more. You get all pictured.
Generally FN to VF.

Female Hero Figures 1980s/90s Figure Lot11

20th Anniversary mail-away exclusive. New in sealed package.
G.I. Joe Snake Eyes/Scarlett Exclusive Figures12

7 comics. Includes Annuals #4,5,7, 80-page giants #12 and 15 as
well as 100 Page Super Spectacular #14 and 20. GD to VG overall.

Batman Silver to Bronze Annual/Giant Comic Lot13

6 figures. Shipwreck, Lampreys, Iceberg, Sci-Fi, Leatherneck, and
Beach Head. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot14

Dewback with Imperial Stormtrooper (Walmart exclusive) and
Battle For Endor Figure set. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Legacy Collection Figure Sets15

6 figures. Snake Eyes, Rip Cord, Quick Kick, Grand Slam, Rock 'N
Roll, and Grunt. Please note that all figures, weapons and
accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot16

#197 is the marriage of Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle on Earth 2
and #200 is the first team appearance of the Outsiders as well as
the first appearances of Katanga, Geoforce and Halo. #197 is VG+,
#200 is VG, and the lot is overall VG to FN+.

Brave and the Bold #190-200 with Keys17

2 figures from the Legendary Riders series. New in sealed
packages.

Marvel Legends Ultron/1st App. Thing Figures18
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #

1st appearance of Carol Danvers as Ms. Marvel. VF condition.
Ms. Marvel #1 (1977)/Key!19

Class of 2012 figures. Ric Flair, Arn Anderson Barry Windham, and
Tully Blanchard. This was convention signed and does not come
with a certificate of authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this
to be genuine. Please note that this lot came from collector that
had a smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke
smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

WWE Hall of Fame Autographed Figure Set20

Complete figure set from the Attack of the Clones series. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Jedi Council Figure Sets 1 + 221

All 7 issues. #6 (VG+ condition) is the first solo backup story
featuring Thanos. Overall GD/VG to VG+ range.

Logan's Run #1-7 (1977) 1st Solo Thanos/Full Run22

22 issues from 1980-1982. Includes the premiere issue with a
fantastic Bruce Lee cover. VF range overall.

Kick Magazine Lot of (22) 1980-1982/Bruce Lee23

Target exclusive from 2008. New in sealed package.
G.I. Joe Tiger Rat w/Wild Bill Figure Exclusive!24

This lot includes the complete 150 base card set from the 1990
series. Card #150 was signed by Dusty Rhodes. This card was
convention signed and does not come with a certificate of
authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be genuine. Also
included are 20 cards from O-Pee-Chee circa late 1980s. Also
included is a wrapper from the Wrestlemania II series. The wrapper
has wear as pictured. The cards come in a Classic protective card
binder. Overall excellent condition.

Classic Wrestling 1990 Card Set w/Autograph + More25

#166 is the 1st appearance of Nemesis, Thomas Tresser, a spy
and master of disguise. GD to VG+ range.

Brave and the Bold #166-189/1st Nemesis26

All 6 limited edition die-cast plus an additional 1966 Volkswagen
Beetle. 2006. New in sealed packages.

Johnny Lightning Drive to the Beach Vehicle Set27

6 figures. Cobra Commander, Baroness, Low Light, Airtight, Mutt,
and Scrap Iron.  Please note that all figures, weapons and
accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot28

6 figures. Breaker, Lifeline, Frostbite, Stalker, Short-Fuze, and
Snake Eyes. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot29

LOT #
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

5 figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed packages.
Star Wars Original Trilogy Collection Figure Lot30

6 comics. Includes all 5 variations of the #1 issue. All feature Jim
Lee art. Also included is #2. VF+/NM- overall.

X-Men #1 (All 5 Jim Lee Covers) + #231

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like First Comics,
Gold Key, Tekno, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with
some grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box32

From the Legendary Riders series. New in sealed package.
Marvel Legends Taskmaster Figure33

6 figures. Spirit, Deep Six, Doc, Barbecue, Alpine and Wet-Suit.
Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are vintage.
We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and accessories
with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons and
accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures for
additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot34

16 consecutive issues. Appearances by Wonder Woman, Supergirl,
Flash, Dr. Fate and more! #159 is VG, lot is overall VG to FN+/VF.

Brave and the Bold #150-16535

2 different figure and vehicle sets. The Assault on the Death Star is
a Target exclusive set! New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Galactic Heroes  Figure/Vehicles Lot36

2 figures. New in package. Please note that this lot came from
collector that had a smoker in the household and may have a level
of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

Rocky II + Rocky IV Classic Series Figures37

#1 is the 1st appearance of Captain Marvel, Captain Marvel Jr.
Doctor Sivana and Mary Marvel since the Golden Age. #2 is the
introduction of Mr. Tawky Tawny and Mr. Mind to DC Comics. #8 is
a reprint of The Marvel Family #1 (1945), the first appearance of
Black Adam. #1 is VG+/FN-. #8 is GD+. Lot is overall GD to VG.

Shazam! #1/2/4-11 (1973) 1st Black Adam38

Complete 5 figure Cantina Band Modal Nodes figure set. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Weekends 2007 Cantina Band  Figure Set39

15 comics. Infinite Crisis #5 is the 1st full appearance of the third
Blue Beetle, in costume. #3 is the 1st appearance of Jamie Reyes
who late becomes Blue Beetle. Also included is the Countdown to
Infinite Crisis. #3 & #5 are NM-. Overall VF+ to NM.

Infinite Crisis #1-7 + Identity Crisis #1-7 w/Keys40
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #

6 figures. Dial-Tone, Golobulus, Hawk, Recondo, Torpedo and
Airborne. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are
vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot41

6 figures from the 25th Anniversary series. You get all pictured.
New in sealed packages.

G.I. Joe 25th Anniversary Action Figure Lot42

Rowdy Roddy Piper, Tito Santana, Iron Sheik, Superfly Snuka and
more. You get all pictured. Original 1980s 8" scale figures. Overall
good shape with some varied wear as pictured. Please note that
this lot came from collector that had a smoker in the household and
may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

WWF 1980s LJN 8 inch Scale Figures Lot of (7)43

6 figures. Crimson Elite, Scrap Iron, Firefly, Cobra Officer, Tripwire,
and Eels.  Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot44

New in sealed package. Figure comes in original protective white
outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Bubble Power She-45

Highlights include: #4, the 1st non-continuity appearance of the
Hulk and Thor bonded to the Venom Symbiote, #31 is the 1st
appearance of the alternate reality Cosmic Spider-Man who kept
his extreme powers following the 'Acts of Vengeance' story line and
#44, which features an alternate reality story where the Venom
symbiote bonds with the Punisher. #4 is VF-, #31 & #44 are VF, lot
is overall FN+ to VF+.

What If Group of (9) #4-59/Spider-Man/X-Men46

Included is the 12" scale Agent of Weapon X from Marvel Legends
and the Deadpool #20 Funko Pop! Both figures are new in sealed
packages. Please note that this lot came from collector that had a
smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke smell"
that can vary based on your sensitivity.

Deadpool Funko Pop/12" Figure Lot47

9 figures. Includes 7 from the Freeze Frame series as well as 2
mail-away action figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars POTF Freeze Frame + Mail-Away Figures48

LOT #

14 consecutive issues. Includes appearances by Teen Titans,
Green Arrow, Demon, Wonder Woman and more.  A few are
FN/FN+ but most are GD to VG.

Brave and the Bold #136-14949

Includes #36,37,38(hardcover edition),39-43,45 and 48. Overall
excellent condition, call them VF/VF+.

Overstreet Price Guide Group of (10) #36-4950

From the Legendary Riders series. New in sealed package.
Marvel Legends Vengeance Figure51

6 figures. Snake Eyes, Bazooka, Lady Jaye, Dr. Mindbender, Ace
and Alpine. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot52

8 comics. 2 complete 4 issues limited series from Marvel/Epic.
VF+/NM overall.

Six From Sirius #1-4 + Six From Sirius 2 #1-453

12" doll/figure on motorcycle. New in sealed package. 2003, Mattel.
Batgirl on Motorcycle Deluxe Set/Barbie54

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like The
Fantastic Four, The Avengers, X-Men, and more! Comics are
mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some
specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in
the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all
pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box55

Included is the Wolverine with Cover Girl, Slugger with Thunder as
well as a vintage carry case. Overall nice shape with some play
wear as pictured. Includes the original instruction sheets for the
Wolverine and Slugger.

G.I. Joe Vintage Wolverine/Slugger/Figures/More56

3 12 inch figures from the Star Wars Action Collection. Luke
Skywalker in Ceremonial Gear, Sandtrooper and Greedo. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars 12" Action Figure Lot57

15 consecutive issues. #132 has the first use of the iconic 'bullet'
DC logo on a Brave and the Bold cover. Appearances by the Metal
Men, Swamp thing, Flash, the Joker and more. GD to VG+ range.

Brave and the Bold #121-13558

6 figures. Mainframe, Beach Head, Dial-Tone (2versions) and Jinx.
Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are vintage.
We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and accessories
with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons and
accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures for

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot59

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #
additional condition details.

4 figures from different DC series. Power Girl, Robin, Killer Croc
and Batgirl. You get all pictured. New in sealed packages.

DC Comics Action Figure Lot60

10 copies. 1973. Joe Simon/Jack Kirby reprints: "The Sphinx" (from
Detective 66, August 1942; third Boy Commandos story) and
"Heroes Never Die" (from Boy Commandos 1, Winter 1942). GD+
to VG+ range.

Boy Commandos #1 Lot of (10) Kirby/Simon61

#2 and 8 have cover art by Arthur Suydam featuring Red Sonja.
NM condition.

Savage Tales #1-10/2007 Dynamite/Red Sonja62

6 figures from the 25th Anniversary series. You get all pictured.
New in sealed packages.

G.I. Joe 25th Anniversary Action Figure Lot63

6 figures. Sgt. Slaughter, Spirit, Dr. Mindbender, Quick Kick, Mutt,
and Lt. Falcon. Please note that all figures, weapons and
accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot64

6 figures. Short-Fuze, Snow Serpent, Blowtorch, Mainframe,
Wet-Suit, and Incinerators, Please note that all figures, weapons
and accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot65

2 sets with 6 figures. Jedi Force Pack and Sith Attack Pack. These
3 packs are from the commemorative DVD collection, but as
advertised on the package, do not come with DVDs. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Clone Wars Commemorative Figure Sets66

12 consecutive issues. Includes 100-page issues. #109 is the first
meeting of Batman and the Demon, Jason Blood. #109 is VG+,
overall GD to VG+/FN-.

Brave and the Bold #109-12067

New in sealed packages with light shelf wear. Please note that this
lot came from collector that had a smoker in the household and
may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

WWE Superstars Sgt. Slaughter/Tito Santana Figures68

10 plushes, all new with tags.
Meanies/Beanie Babies Parody Plush Lot69

LOT #

Includes about 200 cards. The series 2 is a complete set. The 3rd
and 4th series is near complete. Also included are a group of series
6 stickers as well as some vintage dupes and a small stack of
stickers from 2014. The 2,4,6 and 2014 series are in overall good
to excellent condition. The series 3 and dupes stickers have some
additional wear as most of them were stored in a photo album with
sticky pages. Some may have tears on the back or glue residue.
Please note that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in
the household and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary
based on your sensitivity.

Vintage Garbage Pail Kids Stickers Lot70

22 comics. Includes the full 1985 series #1-10, High Shock
Schlock! #1-2 set, Weird Tales of the Future one-shot,
High-Voltage Super Science one-shot, True Crime #1-2 set,
High-Octane Horror one-shot and 3-D Special, #1 and 2 from the
Dark Horse and Mr. Monster Attacks #1-2 from Tundra. #2 is VF+,
overall VF to VF+/NM-.

Doc Stearn Mr. Monster Comic Lot71

3 figures from the Toy Biz line. New in sealed packages.
Marvel Legends Scarlet Witch/Wolverine/Wendigo72

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Batman,
Superman, The Legion of Super-Heroes, and more! Comics are
mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some
specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in
the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all
pictured.

DC Comics Short Box73

6 figures. Vipers, Ice Viper, Dial-Tone, Leatherneck, Wild Bill and
Cutter. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are
vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot74

6 figures from the Power of the Jedi series. You get all pictured.
New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Power of the Jedi Figure Lot75

#100 is an Anniversary issues. Appearances by Deadman, Wonder
Woman, Teen Titans and more. A few as high as FN, most are GD
to VG.

Brave and the Bold #94-10876

25 issues. Most are from the early 1980s. Titles include Inside
Kung-Fu, Karate Illustrated, Karate International, Karate Kickboxing
and more. You get all pictured. VG to FN+ range.

Martial Arts/Kung-Fu Magazine Lot of (25) 1980s-9077

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #

5 figures in a deluxe Ant-Man themed box. Exclusive to the San
Diego Comic Convention in 2015. New in sealed package.

Ant-Man SDCC Exclusive 5-Figure Set/Hasbro78

28 comics. Includes the full set (#0-12) of Avengers vs. X-Men,
Avengers vs. X-Men Consequences #1-5 (set) and A+X #1-10. VF
to NM- overall.

Avengers Vs. X-Men/A+X + More Lot79

4 issues from the Dell 1960s series with painted covers by Vic
Prezio. Overall GD condition, #2 is a Filler copy.

Brain Boy #2/4/5/6 Dell 1960s80

New in sealed package. Figures come in original protective white
outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Loo-Kee & Kowl81

6 figures. Cobra Commander, Destro, Shipwreck, Roadblock, Ace
and Lady Jaye. Please note that all figures, weapons and
accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot82

From the Flashback Elite Collection. Autographed! This was
convention signed and does not come with a certificate of
authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be genuine.
Please note that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in
the household and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary
based on your sensitivity.

Bret Hitman Hart Signed Figure/WWE Wrestling.83

2 figure sets. Target exclusives. Attack on Kashyyyk and ARC-170
Elite Squad. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Battle Packs Action Figure Lot84

5 copies. 1st appearance and origin of OMAC, One Man Army
Corps, controlled by Brother Eye. GD+/VG- condition overall.

OMAC #1 (x5) 1974/Jack Kirby/DC85

7 framed prints. Approx. 11 x 17". 6 of the 7 are signed by the
artist, Erik Hodson. The Bullet Club print was also signed by Matt
and Nick Jackson of Young Bucks fame. These were convention
signed and do not come with certificates of authenticity, but Back
to the Past believes them to be genuine. The frames have some
varied wear as pictured.  Please note that this lot came from
collector that had a smoker in the household and may have a level
of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

WWE Wrestling Classic Comic Style Prints Signed Lo86

2007 exclusive. New in sealed package.
G.I. Joe Destro 2007 Convention Exclusive Figure87

LOT #

6 figures. Rock 'N Roll, Breaker, Firefly, Clutch, Doc and
Tele-Vipers. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot88

#93 features a classic Neal Adams cover. Team-ups with House of
Mystery, Wonder Woman, Black Canary and more. #93 is GD/VG,
overall GD to VG.

Brave and the Bold #87-9389

4 figures including 2 exclusives! You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer/Angel Figure Lot90

Vintage figure in nice shape with little wear. He comes with a laser
pistol.

G.I. Joe Hooded Cobra Commander Mail-Away Figure91

5 figures from the early 2010s series. The Rock, Sami Zayn, Mr.
Perfect, Daniel Bryan, and Chris Jericho. New in package. Some
varied shelf wear to the packaging as pictured. Please note that
this lot came from collector that had a smoker in the household and
may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

WWE Wrestling Action Figure Lot92

8 figures. Includes Jango Fett (x2), R3-T7, Zam Wesell (x2) and
Clone Trooper (x3). New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Sneak Preview Action Figure Lot93

9 comics. Includes Secret Wars #1, Marvel Spotlight #6 + 7,
Marvel Premiere #61, X-Factor #1, and Warlock Special Edition
#1,2,4 and 5.Marvel Spotlight #6 is the 1st appearance and origin
of Star-Lord in standard comic book format. secret Wars #1 is the
1st cameo appearance of the Beyonder. #1 is NM, #6 is FN/VF-,
#61 is VG+. Lot is VF on average.

Marvel Bronze to Copper Comic Lot w/Keys94

6 figures. Lady Jaye, Barbeque, Blowtorch, Gung Ho, Falcon and
Snow Job. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot95

Superman (Golden Edition) and Super Amigas El Acertijo (the
Riddler). New in sealed packages. Each comes with the original
protective white boxes.

DC Super Powers/Amigos Figure Lot96

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like Topps, Atlas,
Eclipse, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with some
grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box97

In issue #82, the origin of Ocean Master is retold. #85 is the debut
of the new Green Arrow costume. #82 is VG/FN, #83 is VG-, and
the lot if overall GD to VG.

Brave and the Bold #82-86 Ocean Master/Green Arrow98

4 figures in 2 packages. Each comes with a comic book included.
New in sealed packages.

G.I. Joe 25th Anniversary Comic Pack Figure Sets99

DC Comic Bombshells Exclusive Platinum Edition (Global Holding)
vinyl figure (new in package) and an 8 1/2" by 11" signed sketch by
J. Michael Linsner. This was convention sketched and signed and
does not come with a certificate of authenticity, but Back to the
Past believes this to be genuine. Please note that this lot came
from collector that had a smoker in the household and may have a
level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

Wonder Woman Vinyl Figure + Linsner Sketch!100

6 figures. Major Bludd, Low-Light, Dr. Mindbender, Airtight, Clutch
and Wild Weasel.  Please note that all figures, weapons and
accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot101

6 figures. Includes 3 exclusives! You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Mighty Muggs Figures Lot w/Exclusives102

13 prestige format comics. Includes Havok and Wolverine
Meltdown #1-4, Wolverine Saga #1-4, and (5) one-shots. VF to NM
overall.

Wolverine Prestige Format Comic Lot103

5 copies. 1972. 1st appearance and origin of Kamandi. GD-/GD
overall.

Kamandi: The Last Boy on Earth #1 (x5)/Kirby104

Action Figure Trio from Memory Lane. New in sealed package.
Santa Claus is Coming to Town Figure Set105

42 comics from various modern Avengers series. Includes
Avengers (2012) #1-6, Avengers Assemble #1-15,19-22,24,25,
Annual #1, and Uncanny Avengers #1-10,12,15 and an extra copy
of #4. VF to NM- overall.

Avengers Modern Lot of (42) Comics106

New in sealed packages with light to moderate shelf wear. Please
note that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in the
household and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary

WWE Superstars Cactus Jack /Sabu Figures107

LOT #
based on your sensitivity.

Cantina Band set w/sound (Walmart exclusive) and Vader's Bounty
Hunters. The Cantina. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Galactic Heroes Multi-Figure Box Lot108

Lot includes the Heritage III Collector tin from Topps with sealed
pack, chase card B2, and tin lid Bonus Card #3 of 6 as well as
approx. 200 card from various 2000s series with a Titus O'Neil Mat
Relic card, I.D. Tags, Micro Brawlers, Daniel Bryan/Randy Orton
Them Song Toothbrush and a 20" x 16" Steve Austin Personality
poster (framed). The cards are in overall excellent collection, the ID
tags and Micro Brawlers are in nice shape. Most are sealed in
packages. The toothbrush has not been opened, but the battery
function has died, so the batteries will need to be replaced. The
poster is framed, but has some evident wear. The cards in the tin
are sealed with the exception of the 2 chase cards. They are
NM/Mint. The tin has some surface wear as pictured. Please note
that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in the household
and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

Wrestling Cards/Poster/Figures + More Lot109

6 figures. Tomax and Xamot, Raptor, Tripwire, Tele-Vipers, and
Short-Fuze. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot110

3 deluxe figure packs and the Fan's Choice Ephant Man. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Return of the Jedi Figures Lot111

#79 features a key Deadman/Batman team-up. #78 is the 1st
appearance of Copperhead. #80 is the 1st appearance of
Hellgrammite. #78 is VG, #79 is GD, #80 is VG+, and #81 is GD.

Brave and the Bold #78/79/80/81112

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like The X-Men,
Ghost Rider, Daredevil, and more! Comics are mostly modern and
in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the
Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range.
May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box113

New in sealed package. Figure comes in original protective white
outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Sweet Bee Figure114

7 comics. Includes Thor God of Thunder #1, Thor Annual #1
(variant), Thunderbolts #1 (2nd print variant), Indestructible Hulk
#1, Captain America #1, Iron Man #1 and Punisher Max #1. VF+ to
NM overall.

Marvel Comics #1 Issue Lot w/Variants115

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #

All 19 issues of the Silver Age series. Captain Savage and His
Leatherneck Raiders. GD to VG range.

Captain Savage #1-9 (1968) Marvel/Full Run116

From the Legendary Riders series. New in sealed package.
Marvel Legends Hulk Buster Iron Man117

Included is the Snake Eyes #42 Funko Pop!, Renegades series
Scarlett, Rise of Cobra Destro, Tornado Kick Snake Eyes and
Combat Heroes Zartan/Snake Eyes 2-pack. All figures are new in
sealed packages. Please note that this lot came from collector that
had a smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke
smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

G.I. Joe Modern Era Action Figure Lot118

(10) 3-D covers for modern comics that feature classic and key
issue covers. You get all pictured. NM condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D Cover Lot of (10)119

10 figures. Includes 7 from the Freeze Frame series as well as 3
mail-away action figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars POTF Freeze Frame + Mail-Away Figures120

#73 is the 1st appearance of Nuidis Vulko, a close ally of
Aquaman. GD to VG range.

Brave and the Bold #67-71/73/74/76/77121

Figure is still sealed in original bag. Figure is in great condition.
The baggie shows some light wear as pictured.

Star Wars Chewbacca 1977 Figure/Early Bird in Bag122

6 figures from the 25th Anniversary series. You get all pictured.
New in sealed packages.

G.I. Joe 25th Anniversary Action Figure Lot123

6 figures. Storm Shadow, Gung-Ho, Firefly, Breaker and
Short-Fuze. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot124

This lot features the trade paperback that collected issues #1-5 and
#6-60 (singles issues). #60 was the last issue in the series.  VF to
NM range.

Y The Last Man Vol 1 TPB + #6-60 Full Run/DC Verti125

6 figures from the Generation X and Spider-Man and Friends figure
lines. New in sealed packages.

Marvel Comics Super-Heroes Action Figure Lot126

5 figures from the 1999 series. The Sabu figure is signed.
Packages have varied shelf wear as pictured. The Sabu figure's
package was convention signed and does not come with a
certificate of authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be

ECW Wrestling Figure Lot w/Autograph127

LOT #
genuine. Please note that this lot came from collector that had a
smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke smell"
that can vary based on your sensitivity.

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Supergirl,
The Flash, Green Lantern, and more! Comics are mostly modern
and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens
from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to
FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box128

4 figures in 2 packages. Asajj Ventress with Tol Skorr and Darth
Vader with Grand Moff Trachta. Each comes with a comic book
included. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Comic Packs Figure Sets Lot129

#244 (NM condition) is the 1st appearance of Jubilee. #256 is the
debut of classic Psylocke costume and the 1st appearance of
Kwannon,  who later becomes Revanche. NM overall.

X-Men #242/244/252/256 1st Jubilee!130

6 figures. Destro, Boa, Jinx, Air-Tight, Roadblock and Sgt.
Slaughter. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot131

From Tiger Toys. New in sealed package.
Inspector Gadget Penny and Brain Figure Set/1992132

28 issues. Most are from the early 1980s. Titles include Bruce Lee
Scrap Book, Bruce Lee: The Untold Story, Martial Arts Movies,
Warriors, and more. You get all pictured. FN to VF- range.

Martial Arts/Kung-Fu Magazine Lot of (28) 1980s-90133

#56 and #59 have cover art by Joe Chiodo featuring Shanna the
She-Devil. #60 is the final issue of the series with a Denys Cowan
Black Panther cover. VF to VF+/NM- overall.

Marvel Fanfare #41-60 (Last Issue)134

Collector's Lair interactive environment with figures. Sound works!
Toys 'R Us exclusive. New in sealed package.

Simpsons Treehouse of Horror Figure Set TRU Exc!135

Vehicles come with Frostbite and Stinger Driver. Overall nice
shape with some play wear as pictured. The Snow Cat comes with
the original instruction sheet.

G.I. Joe Vintage Snow Cat/Stinger w/Figures136

Lot includes #1,3,5-7,9-13, and 15-19. Loads of first appearances!
#1 is FM+, #3 is FN+, #15 is FN. Lot is overall FN to VF-.

Eternals (1976) Group of (15) #1-19137
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LOT #

8 bean bag plush toys. New with tags.
Star Wars Buddies Bean Bag Plush Beanies Lot138

#24 is the first meeting of Carol Danvers and Captain Marvel,
Monica Rambeau and Carol Danvers discovers Captain Mar-vell
has died of cancer. VF condition.

Marvel Fanfare #21-40/Captain Marvel139

6 figures. Snake Eyes, Scarlett, Gung-Ho, B.A.T.S. Footloose and
Grunt. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are
vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot140

2001, Hasbro. Includes Imperial Pilot. New in sealed package.
Star Wars Power of the Jedi Tie Interceptor141

3 new in package figures. Destro is from the International Heroes
series and the Snake Eyes and Storm Shadow figures are from the
Desert Battle series. Please note that this lot came from collector
that had a smoker in the household and may have a level of
"smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

Destro/Snake Eyes/Storm Shadow Figure Lot142

#11 is the 1st appearance of Iron Maiden, Melina Vostokoff, a
female assassin and enemy of the Black Widow. #12 is her first
cover appearance. #1 is VF-, #11 & #12 are NM. Lot is overall
VF+/NM-.

Marvel Fanfare #1-20/1st Iron Maiden143

4 figures. Leia, Luke, Han Solo and Obi-Wan. New in sealed
packages. Each comes in a protective clam shell case.

Star Wars Trilogy Original Collection Figure Lot144

Mankind (signed w/photo), Jim Ross (signed), Shawn Michaels,
Eric Bischoff and Mic Foley. The Mankind and Jim Ross books
were convention signed and do not come with certificates of
authenticity, but Back to the Past believes them to be genuine. The
dustjackets on the book have some varying shelf wear as pictured.
Please note that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in
the household and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary
based on your sensitivity.

WWE Wrestling Book Lot w/Autographs145

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like Continuity,
First, Top Cow, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with some
grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box146

DVD collection commemoratives figures. As advertised on the
packages, these do not come with DVDs. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Episode IV/V/VI Commemorative Figure Set147

LOT #

31 comics. All 26 issues plus #1-5 of the  '87 Update. FN/VF to
VF+ overall.

DC Who's Who Complete Set Plus '87 Update148

2 Funk Pops (#461 and 465) and a "The Child" toy with motion and
sounds (works). The Pops are new in original package. The Child
toy come with the packaging, but is not sealed. Please note that
this lot came from collector that had a smoker in the household and
may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

Star Wars Mandalorian/Grogu Lot149

6 figures from the 25th Anniversary series. You get all pictured.
New in sealed packages.

G.I. Joe 25th Anniversary Action Figure Lot150

4 copies. Cover by Neal Adams, Marie Severin, and Joe Sinnott.
"When Gods Go Mad!", script by Stan Lee, pencils by Neal Adams,
inks by Joe Sinnott; Loki has switched bodies with Thor, and now
seeks to ruin Thor's good name by terrorizing the people of Earth;
He starts by causing havoc in New York City, however his attempts
are countered by Thor (in Loki's body), Balder and Sif who have
come to find a way to change the body switch; While in distant
Asgard, hearing that Thor has found Loki, Odin becomes furious
that the trickster has not been already brought before him and
casts his eyes to Earth; Witnessing the battle, and unaware of the
body switch, Odin teleports Thor back to Asgard thinking the
Thunder God is really Loki. Appearances by Hogun, Fandral,
Volstagg, and Mephisto. Galactus cameo. Three copies are FN,
one is closer to VG+.

Thor #180 (1970) x4/Neal Adams Cover!151

70 comics! Includes the run of All-Star Squadron (#1-67 plus
Annuals #1-3). Notable issues in this series include #47 (origin of
Dr. Fate with a McFarlane cover), #25 (1st team appearance of
Infinity Inc) and #23 (1st appearance and origin of Amazing Man,
Will Everett). #1 is GD due to sun bleaching. #25 & #47 is FN+.
Overall FN to VF-.

All-Star Squadron #1-67 + Annuals #1-3/Full Run w/152

New in sealed package. Figure comes in original protective white
outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Entrapta Figure153

5 comics with cards. Man of Steel #18 is the 1st full appearance of
Doomsday. In issue #19, Doomsday is fully revealed in this issue
after most of the suit has been destroyed. #75 is the Death of
Superman (sealed polybag). Justice League #70 is a 2nd print.
Also included is the 9 card "C" subset entitled Funeral For a Friend.
VF to VF+/NM- overall.

Death of Superman Comic Lot/1st Doomsday154
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LOT #

2 figures. New in package. The British Bulldog has pencil hole
damage all around the package, but this does not affect the figure
inside. Please note that this lot came from collector that had a
smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke smell"
that can vary based on your sensitivity.

WWE Fury Unmatched Mankind/British Bulldog Figures155

9 figures from the OTC (Original Trilogy Collection). You get all
pictured. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Trilogy Original Collection Figure Lot156

4 consecutive issues. All are 100 page issues. #443 features the
origin of The Creeper. GD to VG condition.

Detective Comics #442/443/444/445 100 Page!157

6 figures. Lampreys, Dial-Tone, Torpedo, Recondo, Flint and
Flash. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are
vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot158

4 figures. G.I. Joe Ninja Force Scarlett, Power Lords Shaya,
Captain Power Corporal Pilot Chase and Angel from Spawn. New
in sealed packages. The Shaya figure has average package wear
and some bubble discoloration as pictured.

Female Hero Figures 1980s/90s Figure Lot159

MOBAT tank is in working condition, but may need some
cleaning/tuning up to obtain ideal function. The Stinger comes with
the original driver figure. The MOBAT's box is included, but has
heavy wear and is missing a couple of flaps.

G.I. Joe Vintage MOBAT/Stinger w/Figure160

#117 is the first meeting of Venom and Wolverine. #117 is NM,
overall VF+/NM-.

Marvel Comics Presents #117-122/Venom + Wolverine161

Wendigo (White and Brown variant) and Wolverine. All are from the
Apocalypse series. New in sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Wolverine + Wendigo (x2) w/Variant162

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Spider-Man,
X-Factor, The New Universe, and more! Comics are mostly modern
and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens
from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to
FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box163

25 custom cases for 3 3/4" figures. Also included is a Cobra Enemy
decal/iron on? You get all pictured. Excellent condition.

G.I. Joe/Cobra Custom Figure Cases + Iron-On164

LOT #

10 figures. 9 have hologram card packaging. Also included is the
orange card Darth Vader. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Power of the Force Figure Lot165

#441 is the 1st appearance of Lt. Harvey Bullock. VG to FN overall.
#441 is VG+.

Detective Comics #438/439/440/441 100 Page!166

3 copies from the Death of Superman series. 4th printing variants.
VF+ to NM overall.

Superman #75 (x3) 4th Print Variants167

New in sealed package. Figure comes in original protective white
outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Demo-Man168

6 figures. Snake Eyes, Crimson Guard, Tele-Vipers, Snow Viper,
Eels, Scrap Iron. Please note that all figures, weapons and
accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot169

#85 is the first interior art by Jae Lee, also illustrated the back
cover. #89 is the first interior art in comics by Joe Madureira. #95 is
the origin of Wolverine's yellow and blue suit that was first seen in
The Incredible Hulk #180. #98 is the origin of the name 'Wolverine'
given to Logan by Native Americans of the Blackfoot tribe and
when translated means 'Skunk-Bear'. VF+/NM- overall.

Marvel Comics Presents #85-116170

4 figures. Included is the Celebration III Darth Vader with sound
(works!) and 3 Target exclusive Clone Troopers. New in sealed
packages. All come in protective plastic clamshell containers.

Star Wars Revenge of the Sith Exclusive Figure Lot171

Includes #25,28,30,32-36 (softcover) and hardcover editions of #36
and #37. Overall excellent condition, call them VF+.

Overstreet Price Guide Group of (10) #25-37172

Approx. 800 cards. Includes 2 complete base card sets of series 2,
A near complete base card set of series 1, various dupes, some
Marvel Masterpieces cards, a few open packs from different series
and a H-3 Wolverine Hologram chase card from the 1992 series.
Cards are in overall excellent condition. Please note that this lot
came from collector that had a smoker in the household and may
have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

Marvel Universe Series I/II + More Cards Lot173

5 different deluxe/electronic F/X figures. You get all pictured. New
in sealed packages.

Star Wars Deluxe Figure/Electronic Figures Lot174
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LOT #

2-pack figure set. Signed by Ric Flair. Package has some wear as
pictured. This was convention signed and does not come with a
certificate of authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be
genuine. Please note that this lot came from collector that had a
smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke smell"
that can vary based on your sensitivity.

WCW Ric Flair/Lex Luger Figures/Autographed175

This lot features the first and second issue of Spawn by Todd
McFarlane. #1 is the 1st appearance of Spawn, Sam & Twitch and
Malebolgia. NM condition.

Spawn #1-2/1st Prints Image/Todd McFarlane176

Spider-Man and the Beast 12" scale figures in window box
packaging. New in sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Spider-Man/Beast Icons Figures177

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Batman,
Superman, Hawk & Dove, and more! Comics are mostly modern
and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens
from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to
FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box178

Full set. Matt Wagner art and story. NM condition.
Batman And The Monster Men #1-6 Set/Matt Wagner179

7 figures from the G.I. Joe 2008 Comic Series. New in sealed
packages.

G.I. Joe Comic Series Action Figure Lot180

7 LJN figures. You get all pictured. Varied wear. Please note that
this lot came from collector that had a smoker in the household and
may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

WWF/WWE Thumb Wrestlers + More Figures181

Approximately 180-200 comics starring Disney favorites like Mickey
Mouse and Uncle Scrooge, from a variety of publishers! Comics
range from Filler to NM, with most falling on the higher end.. You
get all pictured.

DIsney Comics Short Box182

2 figure sets. Includes the Kamino Showdown Toys R Us exclusive
and the Jedi Vs. Sith set. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Galactic Heroes Multi-Figure Box Lot183

#62 is the 1st appearance of Deathlok, Colonel John Kelly, later
becomes Siege. VF+ to NM range.

Marvel Comics Presents #50-71184

Included is a Black Panther Funko Pop (#273 Limited Chase
Edition), 3 Maisto die-cast vehicles, Wolverine Mr. Potato Head,
Wolverine Metals Die-Cast Lootcrate exclusive, Marvel Legends
Wolverine (Warlock BAF series) and a Wolverine digital clock. All
items are new in sealed packages. The clock works, but may need

Marvel Comics Toy/Collectibles Box Lot185

LOT #
new batteries. Please note that this lot came from collector that
had a smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke
smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

All 6 figures. Includes the 6 different pieces in 6 packages to create
the Monkeyman build-a-figure. Judge Death and Darkness have
variant costume color schemes. New in sealed packages.

Legendary Comic Book Heroes Figure Set w/BAF!186

6 figures. Flint, Cutter, Torpedo, Nemesis Enforcer, Iceberg, and
Leatherneck. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot187

Full run of the 1976 series with the 1977 Special. VG to FN overall.
Secret Society of Super-Villains #1-15 + Special F188

Large scale plush from the 1993 series. Features glow-in-the-dark
body bugs! New in sealed package. Package has light shelf wear
as pictured.

Nightmare Before Christmas Oogie Boogie 1993189

6 figures in 5 packages. Magnum T.A., Samoa Joe, Kevin Owens,
Daniel Bryan, and Charlotte with Ric Flair. The Daniel Bryan and
Ric Flair with Charlotte packages have the bubble removed. The
rest are new in sealed packages. Varied shelf wear to packaging as
pictured. Please note that this lot came from collector that had a
smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke smell"
that can vary based on your sensitivity.

WWE Wrestling Action Figure Lot190

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Spider-Man,
The X-Men, and more! Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to
NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver and
Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box191

Stap Attack (Toys R Us exclusive) and Attack on Kashyyyk (Target
exclusive). New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Battle Packs Exclusive Action Figure Lot192

#25 is the 1st appearance of Nth Man, the Ultimate Ninja. #26 is
the 1st appearance of Coldblood. In issue #45, Peter David takes a
swipe at Hulk Hogan for "stealing" the Hulk name. VF+ to NM
overall.

Marvel Comics Presents #25-49193

Included is a vintage Battle Armor Skeletor, 2 Game of Thrones
Funko Pops!, A Judge Dreed unbuilt vinyl model kit, Game of
Thrones Tyrion figure, Lord of the Rings sealed book set and a
Lord of the Rings Burger King premium glass. Please note that this

Pop Culture Toy/Collectibles Box Lot194
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LOT #
lot came from collector that had a smoker in the household and
may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

7 figures from the G.I. Joe 2008 Cartoon Series. New in sealed
packages.

G.I. Joe Cartoon Series Action Figure Lot195

25 polybagged issues. Included in the bags are 5 sets of all 5
cards. These are all Negative Captain America UPC variants as
well. VF+ to NM overall.

X-Force #1 (x25) 5 Sets W/All 5 Cards196

6 figures. Baroness, Thrasher, Tele-Vipers, Duke, Doc and Zandar.
Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are vintage.
We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and accessories
with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons and
accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures for
additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot197

5 figures. Includes 2 exclusives! You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Mighty Muggs Figures Lot w/Exclusives198

Lot includes 2 figures, an 11 x 17" framed and signed print (Erik
Hodson, artist), and the complete DVD series set in money barrel
with challenge coin and Los Pollos apron. The DVD set is opened,
but the contents are in excellent condition. The packages on the
figure have some light to moderate shelf wear. The print was
convention signed and does not come with a certificate of
authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be genuine.
Please note that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in
the household and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary
based on your sensitivity.

Breaking Bad Figures/DVD Set + Signed Print199

8 figures in 7 packages. Includes Ted Dibiase w/I.R.S. (Walgreens
exclusive), Chris Jericho (#40, FYE exclusive), Randy Savage
(#10), Finn Balor (#34), Sgt. Slaughter (#54), Edge #86 and Kurt
Angle (#55). All are new in packages. Please note that this lot
came from collector that had a smoker in the household and may
have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

WWE Wrestling Funko Pops! Lot200

Includes the 2 sets that make of the figure/diorama set from the
Attack of the Clones Geonosian War Room series. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars AOTC Geonosian War Room Figure Sets201

9 issues from the Bronze Age series. #10 is the reintroduction of
Batwoman. #10 is GD with sun bleaching, overall GD to VG+
range.

Batman Family #10/12-16/18-20 Batwoman!202

LOT #

20 Specials and collected editions from 1969 to 1981. Inserts are
included. FN to VF overall.

MAD Magazine Group of (20) 1969-1981/Specials203

4 figures. G.I. Joe Ninja Force Scarlett, Lt. Tasha Yar from the
Galoob Star Trek TNG series, DC Superheroes Wonder Woman
and Chun Li Street Fighter figures. New in sealed packages. The
Shaya figure has average package wear and some bubble
discoloration as pictured.

Female Hero Figures 1980s/90s Figure Lot204

9 comics. Included are: Infinity Gauntlet #1, 3, and 4, Guardians of
the Galaxy #1, Punisher War Zone #1, and the Death of Wolverine
#1-4 with holofoil covers. NM condition.

Marvel Comics #1s/Keys/Mini-Series Lot205

#19 is the 1st team appearance of Damage Control. #1 features
the introduction of the Princess Bar, a pub in Madripoor that was
brought to life in The Falcon and the Winter Soldier Disney+ series.
#1 and #19 are VF+, overall VF to VF+.

Marvel Comics Presents #1-24206

8 figures. Each is packages with a collector coin. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Saga Legends 30th Anniversary Figure Lot207

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Batman,
Superman, The JLA, and more! Comics are mostly modern and in
the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the
Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range.
May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box208

11 figures with shields and lenticular inserts. Varied play wear as
pictured. Please note that this lot came from collector that had a
smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke smell"
that can vary based on your sensitivity.

Marvel Secret Wars Action Figure Lot209

4 figures in 2 packages. Darth Vader with Leia (Infinities) and
Anakin Skywalker with Durge. Each comes with a comic book
included. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Comic Packs Figure Sets Lot210

#6 is the 1st appearance of Duela Dent, daughter of Two-Face. #1
features a Batgirl origin story. #1, #6, and #7 are GD. Overall GD
to VG.

Batman Family #1-9/1st Duela Dent!211

10 copies. Two face origin story with a great Neal Adams
Two-Face cover. FN/VF to VF overall.

Batman Annual #14 (x10) Neal Adams/Two-Face212

(2) Walmart exclusive 2-packs. Cable and Marvel Girl and
Cannonball and Domino. New in sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Exclusive Figures Lot213
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LOT #

6 figures. Major Bludd, Lady Jaye, Destro, Law and Order, Sgt.
Slaughter, and Barbeque. Please note that all figures, weapons
and accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot214

Full run of the 1972 DC series. #230 is a reprint of Adventures of
Rex the Wonder Dog #4, the first appearance of Detective Chimp.
In issue #207, DC begins publishing Tarzan. This issue also
features origin stories for Tarzan and John Carter Warlord of Mars.
VG to FN+ range.

Tarzan #207-258/Full DC Run!215

New in sealed package. Figure comes in original protective white
outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Moss Man Figure216

Vamp comes with Clutch and box. The L.C.V. Recon Sled come
with instructions. The MOBAT is not working and is near complete.
The battery compartment has damage as pictured. The box for the
Vamp has moderate to heavy wear and is missing the cardboard
insert and cellophane. Please note that this lot came from collector
that had a smoker in the household and may have a level of
"smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

G.I. Joe Vintage Vamp/MOBAT/L.C.V. w/Figure217

Figure is still sealed in original bag. Figure is in great condition.
The baggie shows some light wear as pictured.

Star Wars C-3PO 1977 Figure/Early Bird in Bag218

9 figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed packages.
Star Wars Original Trilogy Collection Figure Lot219

16 comics. Includes (4) 4-issue limited series sets. Iceman,
Nightcrawler, Magik and Beauty and the Best (Dazzler/Beast). VF
to VF+ overall.

X-Men Related 1980s Limited Series Comic Lot220

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like Archie, Image,
Oni Press, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with some
grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box221

6 figures from the G.I. Joe 2008 Cartoon Series. New in sealed
packages.

G.I. Joe Cartoon Series Action Figure Lot222

6 figures. Snake Eyes, Quick Kick, Spirit, Dr. Mindbender, Cobra
Commander and Mutt with Junkyard. Please note that all figures,
weapons and accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair
the correct weapons and accessories with the figure. You will
receive the figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in
the lot. Please check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot223

LOT #

3 figures. Defining Moments Ric Flair, Elite Collection Ravishing
Rick Rude and Shawn Michael. New in sealed packages.
Packages have light shelf wear. Please note that this lot came from
collector that had a smoker in the household and may have a level
of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

WWE Wrestling Action Figure Lot224

A small squad of 3 Clone Trooper figures based on the video
game. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Battlefront Clone Trooper Figure Lot225

3 copies of #7 (1st meeting of Swamp Thing and Batman) and 3
copies of #10 (last Bernie Wrightson issue). VG to VG+ range/

Swamp Thing #7 (x3) + #10 (x3)/Wrightson/Batman226

6 figures. Sgt. Slaughter, Ace, Wet-Suit, Dusty, Roadblock, and
Quick Kick. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories
are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot227

9 figures. Includes 7 from the Freeze Frame series as well as 2
mail-away action figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars POTF Freeze Frame + Mail-Away Figures228

63 comics! Highlights include the #1 issue (1st appearances of
Puck, Marrina, Tundra and more), #19 (Elizabeth Twoyoungmen
becomes Talisman), #33 (1st appearance of Yuriko Oyama as
Lady Deathstrike) and #51 (first full issue with interior artwork by
Jim Lee at Marvel Comics). #1 is VF+, #19 is VF+, #33 is VF+/NM,
#151 is VF+/NM-. Overall VF+.

Alpha Flight #1-61 + Annuals #1-2 w/Keys229

24 issues from the early 2000s/ Includes the premiere issue. VF to
VF+ overall.

Budo International Martial Arts Magazine Lot230

6 figures from the 25th Anniversary series. You get all pictured.
New in sealed packages.

G.I. Joe 25th Anniversary Action Figure Lot231

Included are issues #1-15,18-22,25,26 and 29. #8 comes with
standard and variant cover. #29 is a Guardians of the Galaxy
variant cover. VF to NM overall.

All-New X-Men Group of (24) #1-29 w/Variants232

20 comics. Highlights include: Best of Brave and the Bold #1-6
(set),  5 Batman/Judge Dredd crossover comics, Jazz #1-3 set and
more. You get all pictured.  Overall FN+ to VF-, a few as low as
VG.

Batman Copper to Modern Comic Lot233
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LOT #

12 inch scale figure set. New in sealed package.
Star Wars Luke Skywalker Vs. Wampa 12" Figures234

5 figures from various series and the Slave I with Boba Fett from
the 2015 series. The figures are new in sealed packages with some
varying shelf wear as pictured. The Slave I was opened, but
carefully put back in the package and comes with the Boba Fett
figure. Package has moderate wear. Please note that this lot came
from collector that had a smoker in the household and may have a
level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

Star Wars Action Figure/Vehicle Lot235

8 figures in 4 packages. Dudley Brothers, Sasha Banks w/Charlotte
Flair, Road Dogg w/Billy Gunn and Jake the Snake Roberts
w/Dean Ambrose. Packages have light to moderate shelf wear.
Please note that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in
the household and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary
based on your sensitivity.

WWE Wrestling Battle Packs Figure Lot236

4 figures in 2 packages. Asajj Ventress with Tol Skorr and Anakin
Skywalker with Durge figures. Each comes with a comic book
included. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Comic Packs Figure Sets Lot237

11 comics. Includes Kitty Pryde and Wolverine #1-6, X-Men and
Alpha Flight #1-2, X-Men Spotlight on Starjammers #1-2 and a
Excalibur one-shot prestige format comic. VF to NM- range.

X-Men Related 1980s Limited Series and More Comic238

6 figures. Dusty, Spirit, Alpine, Wet-Suit, Lt. Falcon and Barbeque.
Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are vintage.
We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and accessories
with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons and
accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures for
additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot239

5 figures. Included are 2 large scale Xena figures, Elizabeth Swann
from Pirates of the Caribbean, Commander Deanna Troi (Star Trek
TNG) and Cordelia Pylean Princess Previews exclusive figure. New
in sealed packages.

Female Movie/TV Heroes Figure Lot240

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Spider-Man,
The X-Factor, The Ultimates, and more! Comics are mostly modern
and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens
from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to
FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box241

The origin of Wolverine and Weapon X begins in issue #72 and
continues thru issue #84. #72 is NM, #79 is VF+, overall VF+ to
NM.

Marvel Comics Presents #72-84/1st Weapon X!242

LOT #

3 figures from the Apocalypse series. Includes the red variant Iron
Fist. New in sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Wolverine/Iron Fist/Wendigo Figures243

Both are framed. Frames measure 9 x 11. These were convention
signed and do not come with certificates of authenticity, but Back
to the Past believes them to be genuine. Please note that this lot
came from collector that had a smoker in the household and may
have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your
sensitivity.

Pro Wrestling Rhino/Scotty Goldman Signed Photos244

9 different comics from the 1970s that reprint classic EC Comic
stories. You get all pictured.  VG+ condition.

EC 1970s Color Reprint Lot of (9)245

Full set of 3 figures from 2002. Each comes with a section of the
Cantina bar. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Cantina Bar Figure/Diorama Set246

This lot features issues #50-84 from the first Wolverine ongoing
series. #80 is the controversial 1st cameo appearance of X-23,
written on the label of a test tube. VF+ to NM overall.

Wolverine #50-84/1st X-23?/Holo/Die-Cut Cover/More247

New in sealed packages with light shelf wear to packages. Please
note that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in the
household and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary
based on your sensitivity.

WWE Superstars Razor Ramon/Ultimate Warrior Figure248

New in sealed package. Figure comes in original protective white
outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics She-Ra Figure249

6 figures. Rip Cord, Lifeline, Blowtorch, Tele-Vipers, Firefly and
Zarana. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are
vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot250

#243 is the introduction of the Lazarus Pit. The rest of the comics
are 100 page issues. #24 is NM, #79 is VF+, overall VF+ to NM.

Batman #243/255-257/259-260 1st Lazarus Pit251

6 figures from the 25th Anniversary series. You get all pictured.
New in sealed packages.

G.I. Joe 25th Anniversary Action Figure Lot252

Lot includes 4 Funko Pops! (Eggsy (#463), Butt Stallion (#518,
convention exclusive), Carl and Rosita from Walking Dead
(#97/387), A Homer Simpson bobble-head, Buzz Cola (sealed),
Frosted Krusty-O's cereal (sealed) and a 12" Dorothy with base
from the Twisted Land of Oz series (opened with no package).

Pop Culture Toy/Collectibles Box Lot253
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LOT #
Please note that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in
the household and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary
based on your sensitivity.

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Batman,
The Legion, The JLA, and more! Comics are mostly modern and in
the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the
Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range.
May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box254

4 figures in 2 packages. Asajj Ventress with Tol Skorr and Lei
Organ with Prince Xixor figures. Each comes with a comic book
included. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Comic Packs Figure Sets Lot255

#27 has iconic cover art by Jim Lee. #41 is the first battle Cable vs
Sabretooth. #24 is GD+, #259 is GD-/GD, overall VG to FN- range.

Wolverine #27-49/Jim Lee Cover256

5 issues. Includes the Foto Funnies special, Best of #9
(1978-1980), the 10th Anniversary Special and Volumes I and II of
the Tenth Anniversary Anthology. FN condition.

National Lampoon Anniversaries/Special/Best of Lot257

Enchantress, Nico Minoru and full mask Wolverine variant. New in
sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Figure Lot w/Variant258

Andre the Giant, Jesse Ventura, Captain Lou Albano and more.
Varied playwear as pictured. Please note that this lot came from
collector that had a smoker in the household and may have a level
of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

WWF 1980s LJN 8 inch Scale Figures Lot of (7)259

80+ comics plus an Essential Killraven TPB. Included are a variety
of Marvel, DC and Indie comics from the Bronze to Modern Age.
Highlights include: Tarzan the Lost Adventure #1-4, James Bond,
Killraven, Rascals in Paradise #1-3, a couple of DC Samplers,
Espers, Interface Showcase 93 #1-12 and more! Overall FN to
FN+/VF-.

All the Rest Comic Lot260

9 figures from the Saga Collection series. New in sealed packages.
Star Wars Saga Collection Figure Lot261

6 figures. Cobra Officer, Tomax and Xamot, Grand Slam, Sci-Fi
and Wild Weasel. Please note that all figures, weapons and
accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot262

LOT #

1st appearance of Captain Marvel, Captain Marvel Jr. and Mary
Marvel since the Golden Age. 1st appearance of Doctor Sivana and
family since the Golden Age. VG+ condition.

Shazam #1 (x5) 1973/Key263

4 figures. Includes the exclusive Chrome Lady death, Plasma Glow
Nira X variant, Lara Croft (Video Games Super Stars) and
Ambassador Delenn Babylon 5 figures. New in sealed packages.

Female Comic/TV Heroes Figure Lot264

21 DVDs. A variety of genres. You get all pictured. Single-owner
collection in excellent shape.

Classic Movie DVD/Blu-Ray Lot265

6 trades. Includes The Watchmen, The Walking Dead
Compendium Volumes 1,2 and 3, X-Men Inferno and DC Vs.
Marvel Comics.

Walking Dead/X-Men/DC Vs. Marvel TPB Lot266

2 figures from the Fin Fang Foom BAF series. New in sealed
packages.

Marvel Legends Son of Hulk/The End Hulk Figures267

3 sets. Includes Rowdy Roddy Piper, Ric Flair and Jake Roberts
autographs. These were convention signed and do not come with
certificates of authenticity, but Back to the Past believes them to be
genuine. Please note that this lot came from collector that had a
smoker in the household and may have a level of "smoke smell"
that can vary based on your sensitivity.

Wrestling DVD Sets Lot w/Autographs268

3 issues. All are 80 Page Giant issues. #187 is GD+/VG, #193 is
GD+, #198 is GD.

Batman #187/193/198 80 Page Giants!269

4 figures from the Allfather Build-A-Figure series. Thor, Scarlet
Witch, Captain Marvel and Iron Fist. New in sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Action Figure Lot270

Included are the 1981 Comic and Science Fiction Books guide and
comic book price guides #13, 16,17,18,19,20,21,22 and #24. All
are softcover. Overall nice shape with some having light shelf wear.
Call them VF/NM.

Overstreet Price Guide Group of (10) #13-24271

6 figures with a Kurt Angle Rumble Heads figure. You get all
pictured. Packages have varying degrees of shelf wear as pictured.
Please note that this lot came from collector that had a smoker in
the household and may have a level of "smoke smell" that can vary
based on your sensitivity.

Wrestling Action Figure/Rumble Heads Lot272

Toys R Us exclusive Luke, Tauntaun and Wampa set. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Hoto Patrol Battle Packs Exc. Figure Set273
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LOT #

#17 has classic cover art by John Byrne and #24 features an iconic
cover by Jim Lee. #17 & #24 are VF+, overall VF to NM-.

Wolverine #11-26/Jim Lee/John Byrne Covers274

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like Valiant,
Comico, Impact, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with
some grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box275

New in sealed package. Figure comes in original protective white
outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Skeletor Figure276

6 figures. Tan Grunt, Clutch, Flash, Scarlett, Snow Job and Snake
Eyes. Please note that all figures, weapons and accessories are
vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct weapons and
accessories with the figure. You will receive the figure, weapons
and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please check pictures
for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot277

All 3 are Giant Size issues. #208 has reprinted stories featuring
Batman's female supporting characters. This issue feature partial
reprints of Batman #181 (1st Poison Ivy) and Detective Comics
#359 (1st Batgirl). #213 is a 30th Anniversary issue with a Robin
origin retelling. GD to GD+/VG-.

Batman #208/213/223 Giant Issues278

Gold Edition Hellina variant , Holy White Warrior Nun Areala
variant and Lady Demon Glow-in-the-Dark variant. New in sealed
packages.

Female Comic Hero Figure Lot279

7 figures. 6 are new in packages from the 1990s Toy Biz series.
Packages have light shelf wear. Please note that this lot came from
collector that had a smoker in the household and may have a level
of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

Marvel 1990s Action Figures X-Men Lot w/Packages280

5 copies. First ongoing Black Panther solo title. 1st team
appearance of the Collectors: Abner Little and Princess Zanda. FN
condition.

Black Panther #1 (x5) 1977/Jack Kirby281

6 figures. Includes 2 Celebration IV exclusives. Each comes with a
collector coin. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars 30th Anniversary Figures w/Exclusives282

56 comics. This is the full run of the 1984 DC series. Overall FN to
VF- with a few as low a s VG. #14 is NM, #16 is VF, and #24 is
VF-.

Infinity Inc. #1-53/Annuals #1-2/Special/Full Run!283

Figures in various states of disrepair, weapons, accessories and
more. You get all pictured.

G.I. Joe Vintage Lot - All the Rest284

LOT #

6 figures from the 25th Anniversary series. You get all pictured.
New in sealed packages.

G.I. Joe 25th Anniversary Action Figure Lot285

16 issues. 9 issues are from 1980, 2 are from 1981, 2 are from
1982, 1 is from 1989, the 40th Anniversary issue is from 2001 and
lastly this lot includes July of 2003. The August 1989 issue has a
Bruce Lee cover. FN to VF overall.

Black Belt Magazine Group of (16) 1980-2003286

#8 features an iconic cover art by John Buscema featuring
Wolverine and the Hulk as his Joe Fixit persona. #10 is the first
time Sabretooth appears in a Wolverine title. VF+/NM condition.

Wolverine #8/9/10 Key Hulk Cover + Sabretooth287

All 6 figure sets! New in sealed packages.
Star Wars Droid Factory Walmart Exclusive Set288

Figure is still sealed in original bag. Figure is in great condition.
The baggie shows wear as pictured, including a small tear.

Star Wars Han Solo 1977 Figure/Early Bird in Bag289

6 figures. Storm Shadow, Stalker, Hawk, Blowtorch, Baroness and
Doc. The Hawk figure's bubble has been reattached to the card
with some taping as pictured. Please note that all figures, weapons
and accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot290

San Diego Comic Con exclusive figure in protective plastic
clamshell casing. New in sealed package.

G.I. Joe SDCC Exclusive Cobra Leader291

All 3 issues are 80 Page Giants! GD+/VG- condition.
Batman #176/182/185 80 Page Giants!292

Approx. 80 comics. Most are Copper to Modern and most are
Marvel and DC. Included are a variety of titles. The highlight of this
lot is the  DC Zero Hour #0-4 set.  Overall FN to FN+/VF-, with
some as low as GD.

All the Rest Comic Lot Part 2293

Entertainment Earth exclusive Classic 5-Pack set. New in sealed
package.

Marvel Legends Guardians of the Galaxy Figure Set294

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like The Hulk,
Thor, The X-Men, and more! Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box295
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LOT #

#1 is the premiere issue of Wolverine's first ongoing solo series
and the debut of Wolverine's black costume. NM condition.

Wolverine #1-7 (1988)/1st Solo Series296

Mattel, 2004. New in sealed package. Figure comes in original
protective white outer box.

Masters of the Universe Classics She-Ra Figure297

Complete 100 card base set with all (5) 3-D chase cards! Cards are
in overall NM/MT condition.

Marvel Masterpieces Series 1 Set w/Chase Cards298

Boxed figure set. Figures are new in sealed package. Packaging
has light to moderate shelf wear. Please note that this lot came
from collector that had a smoker in the household and may have a
level of "smoke smell" that can vary based on your sensitivity.

WWE Hall of Fame Heenan Family Figure Set299

The Battle of Christophsis Target exclusive set! New in sealed
package.

Star Wars Battle Packs Figure/Vehicle Set300

7 figures. Zartan, Thrasher, Zandar, Zarana, Monkeywrench,
Buzzer, and Torch. Please note that all figures, weapons and
accessories are vintage. We have attempted to pair the correct
weapons and accessories with the figure. You will receive the
figure, weapons and accessories that are pictured in the lot. Please
check pictures for additional condition details.

G.I. Joe Vintage Action Figure Lot/Dreadknoks301
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